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Peptides and synthetic peptide-like molecules are powerful tools
for analysis and control of biological function.1-3 One major
problem with the use of peptides is the instability of their
interactions with biomolecules, with typically micromolar affinity
relating to the limited accessible surface area4,5 and the intrinsic
flexibility of peptides.6 However, appending a short peptide tag is
the most common way to allow a protein of interest to be isolated
or detected, giving minimum perturbation to protein function.7,8
Here we have designed a way to bind a peptide tag irreversibly,
by adapting a recently discovered feature of amino acid chemistry:
the spontaneous formation of an amide bond between a Lys and
an Asn side chain in the appropriate environment.9-11
Amide linkages outside of the protein main chain are termed
isopeptide bonds (Figure 1A). Isopeptide bonds are chemically
stable and resistant to most proteases.12,13 Enzymes such as
transglutaminases catalyze isopeptide formation, stabilizing the
extracellular matrix and strengthening blood clots,12 but these
enzymes are large and have low sequence specificity.12 Recently,
certain proteins were discovered to autocatalyze single-turnover
isopeptide bond formation, yielding ultrathin viral capsid chain
mail,9 or the proteolytically stable pili of Gram-positive bacteria,10,11
through nucleophilic attack of the ε-amino group from a Lys to
the Cγ group of an Asn, promoted by a nearby Glu (Figure 1B).9,10
To apply spontaneous isopeptide bond formation to direct new
covalent peptide interactions, we dissected the major pilin protein
Spy0128 from Streptococcus pyogenes10 (Figure 1C) and explored
whether the two fragments would covalently associate. Split proteins
have successfully reconstituted in many cases, including enzymes
and fluorescent proteins,14 albeit through noncovalent interactions.
Spy0128 was split at the final β-strand of the C-terminal domain,
to give the fragment pilin-C (Spy0128 residues 18-299, with
N-terminal His6) and the isopeptag (Spy0128 residues 293-308:
TDKDMTITFTNKKDAE). This placed the reactive Asn on the
isopeptag and the reactive Lys on pilin-C. To enhance recombinant
expression in E. coli, the isopeptag was genetically fused to the
N-terminus of maltose binding protein (MBP). To test covalent
reaction, we mixed isopeptag-MBP and pilin-C, each at 10 µM,
and boiled the samples in SDS before SDS-PAGE (Figure 1D). A
new product formed at ∼80 kDa, consistent with reaction between
isopeptag-MBP and pilin-C. We verified amide bond formation
between isopeptag-MBP and pilin-C by mass spectrometry, demonstrating the loss of NH3 upon reaction (Figure 2A). Pilin-C
K179A, lacking the reactive Lys, did not form a covalent complex
with isopeptag-MBP, determined by SDS-PAGE (Figure 1D) and
mass spectrometry (Figure S1). Also, pilin-C did not react with
MBP fused to an alternative peptide containing four potentially
reactive Asn residues (MBP-isopeptag-N, Figure 1D).
Spy0128 contains another isopeptide bond in its N-terminal
domain (Figure S2A). We showed the generality of our strategy of
designing spontaneous amide bond-forming peptides, by dissecting
Spy0128 at its N-terminal β-strand, with this time the reactive Lys
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Figure 1. Spontaneous intermolecular amide bond formation. (A) Amide
bond formation between Lys and Asn side chains. (B) Key residues for
amide bond formation in the C-domain of the major pilin, from PDB 3B2M.
(C) Cartoon of isopeptag construction. The pilin was dissected into a large
N-terminal fragment (pilin-C in green) and a small C-terminal fragment
(isopeptag in yellow). Reactive residues are highlighted in red. (D) Isopeptag
and pilin-C associated covalently. Isopeptag-MBP and pilin-C were mixed
at 10 µM and analyzed by SDS-PAGE with Coomassie staining, alongside
unreactive controls.

on the peptide (isopeptag-N) and the reactive Asn on the protein
fragment (pilin-N) (Figure S2B): these partners also formed a
covalent bond to each other when mixed (Figure S2C).
We determined the exact features of pilin-C and isopeptag
important for reaction: truncating pilin-C earlier or later in the final
β-strand did not substantially change the reactivity, but reaction
was dramatically reduced upon truncating the isopeptag by the 5
residues of the loop preceding the final β-strand (Figure S3).
We tested the speed of pilin reconstitution: with each partner at
10 µM, reaction was clearly detectable at 1 h and at later time
points reached ∼60% yield (Figure 2B). With a 2-fold excess of
isopeptag, 98% of pilin-C was able to react in 24 h (Figure 2C).
We further tested the concentration-dependence of the reaction,
incubating both partners at 1, 5, or 10 µM: the extent of
reconstitution increased according to concentration over this range
(Figure S4A). Surprisingly, the yield and speed of reaction were
largely temperature-independent at 4-37 °C (Figure 2D). Reaction
was also largely independent of pH at pH 6-8 but was reduced by
15% at pH 5 after 24 h (Figure S4B). Bond formation proceeded
to a similar extent in a range of biological buffers, including with
detergent, and with no requirement for any particular monovalent
or divalent ions (Figure S4C). We have not yet found conditions
that prevent spontaneous amide bond formation. The rate of
intramolecular Lys-Asn bond formation has not been determined,
because the reaction had gone to completion when the pilin was
isolated,10 but it is likely to be substantially faster than the ∼25
min generation time of S. pyogenes; future screening of phage10.1021/ja910795a  2010 American Chemical Society
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Figure 2. Characterization of spontaneous amide bond formation. (A) Mass

spectrometry of reconstitution between isopeptag-MBP and pilin-C. (B)
Time course of isopeptag-MBP:pilin-C covalent complex formation, with
each partner at 10 µM at 25 °C, pH 7.0 determined by SDS-PAGE.
Illustration of the reacting species, with the His-tags and linker in blue. (C)
Disappearance of 10 µM pilin-C (black) or isopeptag-MBP (orange), upon
incubation with varying concentrations of its partner, after 24 h at 25 °C,
pH 7.0. (D) Temperature-dependence of isopeptag-MBP reconstitution with
pilin-C at pH 7.0. (All graphs mean of triplicate ( 1 s.d.).

display peptide libraries may identify isopeptag variants that
associate rapidly and approach the intramolecular rate of reaction.
To demonstrate that this spontaneous amide bond formation
would occur within living cells, we made a bicistronic construct,
with pilin-C and isopeptag-MBP expressed from the same promoter.
Inside the cytosol of E. coli, pilin-C but not the pilin-C K179A
control efficiently reconstituted with isopeptag-MBP (Figure 3A).
To test the specificity of the pilin-C:isopeptag interaction in a
complex environment, we targeted the isopeptag to the surface of
mammalian cells. Isopeptag-CFP-TM (illustrated in Figure S5) was
labeled by pilin-C, but no binding was detected by the control
pilin-C K179A, indicating good specificity of isopeptide formation
on cells (Figure 3B).

Figure 3. Specificity of isopeptag labeling. (A) Reconstitution of coex-

pressed isopeptag-MBP and pilin-C in the E. coli cytosol, shown by SDSPAGE with Coomassie staining. (B) HeLa cells expressing isopeptag-CFPTM (CFP, cyan) were incubated with pilin-C or pilin-C K179A control.
Reconstitution was detected with anti-His tag antibody and Alexa Fluor
555-secondary antibody (555, red). CFP and 555 images are overlaid in
the right panel.

Here we show how to harness autocatalytic side chain amide
bond formation to provide a new possibility for a genetically
encoded covalent reaction between a peptide and a protein. This
reaction proceeded with similar efficiency at 4 and 37 °C; since
there must be an activation barrier to the reaction, we hypothesize
that the limiting step is association of the isopeptag with pilin-C in

a conformation suitable for reaction, and that such a conformation
is less stable at elevated temperature.6 However, this temperatureindependence opens up the possibility of isolation of isopeptagcontaining proteins from cell lysates at 4 °C, to minimize sample
degradation. Some split proteins do not reconstitute or remain
soluble at 37 °C,14 but we obtained reaction at 37 °C and observed
solubility >200 µM for pilin-C and isopeptag-MBP. Interestingly,
we observed a small amount of side products of pilin-C reaction
(Figures 1D, S1, and S6), which may point to alternative conformations where amide bond formation can occur. It will be valuable to
explore the behavior upon splitting of several of the other domains
known to contain spontaneous isopeptides.10,11 Spontaneous amide
bond formation proceeded over a pH range from 5 to 8, indicating
that it could be applied even in low pH cellular compartments such
as endosomes. Pilin-C and the isopeptag do not contain cysteines
and so the redox status of the compartment should not matter for
reaction, in contrast to bisarsenicals15 and most split inteins.16
We showed that spontaneous amide bond formation is specific
at the surface of mammalian cells; there are many other approaches
for labeling of cellular proteins with fluorophores,15 but few
precedents for covalent labeling of a genetically encoded peptide
with a genetically encoded protein partner on cells. Alternative
approaches to form covalent bonds to peptides include sortasecatalyzed reaction of N-terminal oligoglycine with C-terminal
LPXTG, which has the advantage of the small tags required but
requires millimolar calcium17 (disruptive in the cytosol and nucleus)
and is only applicable at termini. Disulfide bonds can also be used
for covalent peptide binding but are reversible and prone to
nonspecific interactions. Covalent bond formation will be particularly advantageous either when peptide attachment must be stable
over long periods, such as for bioassembly or imaging, or when
proteins are subject to high forces, such as from the shear in the
blood stream18 or from the firing of molecular motors.19
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